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Powerhouse performer Kangana Ranaut stole the show in Tanu Weds Manu Returns and
its sequel Tanu Weds Manu Returns. As an actor, she effortlessly glides in between
comedy, romance and drama and Tanu Weds Manu Returns shows off this range of

talent in the best possible way. The film also stars Sonu Sood, Deepak Dobriyal, Jimmy
Shergill, Hina Khan and producer Aanand Rai. Tanu Weds Manu Returns is an Indian

comedy-drama film directed by Aanand L. Rai. The film stars Kangana Ranaut,
Madhavan, Sonu Sood and Deepak Dobriyal in lead roles.Weddings in India You might
just fall in love at first sight with the sizzling chemistry between Ranaut and Manu, but

we can safely say that they sizzled in all department. The film is an entertaining
continuation to the 2010 hit Tanu Weds Manu. After her marriage with a North Indian,
Manu arrives in India and wants to get married to a bride from here. Tanu Weds Manu
Returns has Kangana Ranaut and MadhavanWhat does it take to entice a woman to
exchange both material and spiritual goods with you? In Tanu Weds Manu Returns,
Kangana Ranaut's character Tanu is engaged to a man from the North and she is

looking for a bride to marry him from here. But, Manu soon discovers that all the girls
he meets here don t fit the bill. Will he win her heart in the end? The film which was
released on Valentine's Day (14 Feb 2015) was a huge hit and is among the highest

grossing Hindi films of the year. Tanu Weds Manu Returns recorded the highest first day
collection of the year. Some reports say that the movie netted Rs 55.5 crores the first
day of its release. Tanu Weds Manu Returns also set the record for the fastest film to
cross the Rs 100 crore barrier. The film grossed Rs 103.37 crores after four days. The
film released on 25 February 2015 in India and declared a huge success.Weddings in

India
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although tanu weds manu returns has been made in a small way, it has become a huge
hit. this means that these kind of films will now start proliferating. i hope that the next

few years are a little less populated with stories about the love of men for women and a
little more populated with stories of women in love with themselves. it is time to make a
change in the way things are. if we keep making these films with the kind of messaging

that 'tanu weds manu returns' has, we are only making more and more women lose
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faith in themselves. kangana ranaut's tanu weds manu was a bold move, made even
more so by it's turning out to be a moderate hit. the dream sequence in ra.one was also

the boldest move in indian cinema. but after watching tanu weds manu, it's hard to
decide which was the boldest move, because there was no other film that could have
taken such a risk, and with no regrets. it's hard to argue that tanu weds manu works,

it's a powerful film, it's a gutsy film, but it doesn't work. the same applies to the sequel.
this film isn't a bad film, but it's not a good film, it's an average film. it lacks the magic

of the first one, but not the gutsyness. it's not bad, but it's not good, and it's hard to say
what it is. the second film was tanu weds manu. the film is an adaptation of a hit film

from hollywood, the film being titanic. however, the original film was a disaster. the film
was based on a true story, but the film was a disaster, and the film was also directed by

a director, james cameron, who made two of the best films of the last decade, avatar
and titanic. so what happened? 5ec8ef588b
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